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Abstract: Faculty members at higher education institutions were placed in a hypothetical scenario 
where their institution was requiring compulsory contribution of 100% of their personally 
developed course materials to be placed into an OER Repository. The participants were randomly 
assigned to one of six Creative Commons license type groups and all responded to the same scale 
on enthusiasm. The results were then discussed in nine interviews with a variety of faculty 
members. One way ANOVAs were run on the data using several different factors. While no 
significant main effect was found between the license type groups, several interesting differences 
were found using other factors and between groups in post hoc analyses. 

 
Introduction 

Open Educational Resources (OERs) are openly licensed educational content items that allow users to 
engage in the 4R activities (Reuse, Revise, Remix, and Redistribute) to various degrees (Wiley, 2010), and are 
capable of enabling innovative new media driven learning environments. They are also an important component for 
building some types of Open Educational Designs (OEDs), which is an overarching term for the various types of 
open classes, courses, MOOCs, and other open instructional situations (Baker III, & Surry, 2013). While openness, 
and thus OERs, is a growing idea that is experiencing a fairly rapid diffusion in education, there is some tension 
between opposing approaches that seek either to force society into acceptance and adoption of openness through 
disruptive change, or to encourage the incorporation or acceptance of openness into society through systemic change 
(Baker III, 2012).  

These approaches seem to fall in line with the three types of openness described by Hill (1975): procedural 
openness, normative openness, and revolutionary openness. The procedural openness approach seems to fit with 
encouraging educators to adopt the values of sharing and openness and incorporate them into their current systems. 
In this case, traditional education structures assimilate openness and thus it becomes a self-sustaining change that is 
diffused throughout society, creating systemic change by modifying policies and methods.  The normative openness 
approach seems to have the goal of building a case for the acceptance of heutagogy (self-directed learning) and 
connected education as being the new generation of education. In this case traditional education structures must 
accommodate self-directed learning and throw out what doesn’t fit with the new ideas. The revolutionary openness 
approach seems to seek the development of a disruptive change in education so that the new models are found to be 
dominant and traditional education structures are abandoned altogether or crippled in favor of the new manner. In 
this case the traditional education structure cannot stand and openness replaces it as the dominant paradigm, rather 
than being assimilated within, or accommodated for by, the traditional education structures.  

From a both a procedural or normative openness perspective, forcing anyone into compliance with 
openness goes against the values and beliefs of the philosophy; and this approach is likely an extreme even for 
proponents of a revolutionary approach. This paper describes a study examining faculty enthusiasm toward 
compulsory participation in an Open Education Resources (OER) repository run by their institution as mediated by 
random assignment into one of six Creative Commons License Type Groups. The purpose of the study was to force 
faculty into an uncomfortable situation (compulsory giving of 100% of developed course materials into an OER 
Repository for the world to access and use-forced sharing by their institution) and explore whether, under these 
forced circumstances, the freedoms enabled by a given Creative Commons license made a difference in enthusiasm. 
The study also considers several other factors including the faculty member’s trust in their administrators decisions, 
feelings about educators having a moral obligation to share resources, technology skills and early adoption, 
commitment to teaching and class preparation, and prior understanding of OERs. Participants responded to several 
open-ended questions, and a range of demographics were obtained including gender, highest degree level, degree 
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area, and year graduated. Interviews were conducted with faculty members in several different departments in order 
to obtain and discuss perspectives on the survey results.  
 
Methods 

Participant faculty for presented with a hypothetical scenario in which their employing institution required 
them to provide 100% of their personally developed course materials for placement into an Open Educational 
Resource (OER) repository run by their institution.  The study randomly assigned faculty to one of six groups, 
where they were instructed that their course materials would be released under the Creative Commons intellectual 
property license associated with that group. The participants were not told that there were other options or groups, 
and only saw the scenario presented with the license of the group they were assigned to. The participants were then 
asked a series of questions to measure enthusiasm, other factors, and obtain demographics.   
 Nine follow up interviews with faculty were done to discuss the results of the survey and to obtain a 
qualitative perspective on the results of the study and the impact that the scenario may have had on the results. 
  
Study Design 

This study uses a posttest only experimental group design with random assignment to one of six levels of 
the independent variable (IV). The IV is Creative Commons license type with six levels; with one randomly 
assigned group for each license type level. The dependent variable is enthusiasm as measured by the Baker Surry 
Open Educational Resource Enthusiasm Scale (BSOERES), which consists of ten rating scale questions to assess 
enthusiasm, four open ended questions, and eleven background and demographics questions. The six levels of the IV 
correspond to the six primary Creative Commons licenses (Creative Commons, 2012) and are outlined in Table 1. 

 
License Type Name Enabled Behaviors 

CC BY Attribution Any modification or use, provided 
attribution of original work 

CC BY-NC  Attribution, non-commercial 
Any modification or use, provided 
attribution of original work, and 

non-commercial use 

CC BY-SA  Attribution, share alike 

Any modification or use, provided 
attribution of original work and 

derivative work is released under 
same or similar license 

CC BY-SA-NC  
Attribution, share alike, non-

commercial 
 

Any modification or use, provided 
attribution of original work, 

derivative work is released under 
same or similar license, and non-

commercial purposes 

CC BY-ND  Attribution, non-derivative Non-modified free use & 
distribution provided attribution 

CC BY-ND-NC  Attribution, non-derivative, non-
commercial 

Non-modified free use & 
distribution provided attribution and 

noncommercial purposes 
Table 1: The six primary Creative Commons licenses and the freedoms they enable.  

 
Sampling Method 
 There are some issues and resulting limitations for the study due to how the sample was drawn and a lack 
of identifying questions to determine where participants were from. A convenience sample was taken from the 
population of faculty members, presumably inside of the United States.  The survey was created using 
Surveymonkey.com and the link was distributed in several ways. First, there was a paper invitation to participate in 
the survey placed in the mailbox of every faculty member on the main campus at the University of South Alabama 
(approximately 840 faculty).  In addition, there was a follow-up email composed by the principle investigator and 
redistributed by department heads to all faculty members in each department on campus inviting them to take the 
survey. The link was also distributed on twitter using the hashtags #openeducation, #oer, #openness, #edchat, 
#highered, #k12 (theoretically several thousand people, faculty percentage unknown) and through several listservs 
including the Instructional Design & Development Listserv (IDD Listserv, likely 200-300 members), and the 
Instructional Technology forum (ITForum, likely several thousand members). An purely anecdotal estimate of 
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people contacted may be 10,000, and of that it is unknown how many were faculty members, where they were 
located, or what institution they were employed by. 

These issues result in an inability to obtain a response rate or determine the breadth of the sample area, and 
encourage researchers to use caution when generalizing the result of this study to other situations. 
 
Participants 

Participants were all self-identified faculty members. There were one-hundred twelve complete and usable. 
Of these participants 52 reported as male, 52 as female, six chose not to identify, and two were missing gender data. 
Of the highest degree completed by the participants, 23.9% held a master’s degree, and 73.3% held a doctorate 
degree; of these 71.4% had their degree for at least ten years. 59.8% of all degrees held were Doctor of Philosophy 
(Ph.D.) degrees, and the next highest percentage degrees were Doctor of Education (Ed.D., 8%) and Master of Arts 
(7.1%) and Masters of Science (7.1%). The most common disciplines for degrees held in our sample were in the 
fields of education (32%), Health Sciences (22%), Business (10%) and Psychology (10%).  

106 participants were randomly assigned to the CC License type groups so that the groups were filled as 
follows: CC BY (n=18), CC BY-NC (n=16), CC BY-SA (n=19), CC BY-NC-SA (n=14), CC BY-ND (n=16), and 
CC BY-NC-ND (n=23). 
 
Analysis 
 The results of the BSOERES and additionally the individual items were loaded into SPSS statistical 
analysis software for the data analysis. Descriptive statistics were obtained and One-Way Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) factor analyses were carried out using license type as the factor and Least Significant Difference (LSD) 
correction for the post hoc analysis. There was no significant main effect showing a significant difference between 
CC license type groups for the BSOERES; however, the post hoc analyses showed significance between groups in 
some areas and overall significance (p=.036) on one item that asked participants to rate their agreement with the 
useOERcontent statement: “I would be likely to use content submitted to the OER Repository by others on a regular 
basis.”   
  
Results 
 Regarding the useOERcontent item, there were significant differences found between groups (p=.036) for 
the item, and the post hoc analyses broke these differences down further. For this item, participants rated their 
likeliness to use content from the OER Repository on a regular basis.  As seen in Figure 1, the CC BY-NC 
(attribution non-commercial) group and the CC BY-SA (attribution share-alike) group were responded as most 
likely to use OER content from the repository. Significant difference was found between the CC BY (attribution 
only) group and the CC BY-NC group (p=.012), the CC BY and CC BY-SA group (p=.003), and the CC BY-ND 
(attribution no derivative works) and CC BY-SA group (p=.032). Also, while not significant, a close difference was 
found between the CC BY group and the CC BY-NC-ND (attribution non-commercial no derivative works) group 
(p=.081).  These differences are interesting in that they support the idea that members in the CC BY-NC and CC 
BY-SA groups are most likely to frequently use OER content from such a repository even in a scenario where the 
faculty are forced to participate. 
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Figure 1. useOERcontent item significance by group 

 
 Regarding the BSOERES scores and the license type, there was no significant main effect (p=.410), 
however the post hoc analyses showed significant difference between the CC BY (x�  = 34.44) group and CC BY-SA 
(x�  = 36.42, p=.033). This supports the idea that the CC BY-SA group was much more enthusiastic about the OER 
Repository scenario than the CC BY group.  In the follow up interviews most of the faculty member interviewees 
noted that this difference between the CC BY and CC BY-SA was likely at least partially due to a perception by the 
participants that their work would not be taken advantage of because the users would have to release their own 
modifications under the same or similar license.  
 Post hoc analyses on the individual items also showed some interesting perspectives. An item rating 
whether participants would have a negative perception of their institution resulting from the OER Repository 
scenario showed significant difference (p=.020) between the CC BY (x�  = 3.69) and CC BY-SA (x�  = 2.37) groups, 
and almost significant difference (p=.057) between the CC BY-SA (x�  = 2.37) and the CC BY-NC-ND (x�  = 3.39) 
groups, and CC BY-SA had the lowest mean on this reverse scored item (high mean indicates higher negative 
perception).  On an item rating agreement whether providing free open access to educational resources is an 
important function of a university, there was significant difference between the CC BY (x�  = 3.57) and CC BY-SA (x�  
= 4.68) groups (p=.035), and between the CC BY-SA (x�  = 4.68) and CC BY-NC-ND (x�  = 3.69) groups (p=.048). An 
item asking faculty agreement with the statement “I would feel very uncomfortable having my teaching materials 
included in an open repository for anyone to access” (a reverse scored item), there was an almost significant 
difference between the CC BY-SA (x�  = 2.78) and CC BY-NC-SA (x�  = 4.0) groups (p=.056). So far, these results 
support the idea that the CC BY-SA group seems pretty enthusiastic and supportive of the OER Repository; 
however, an item rating participants having “serious doubts about the credibility of materials submitted to the 
repository by others” (reverse scored, low score equals low doubts, high score high doubts) showed significant 
difference between the CC BY-SA (x�  = 4.62) and the CC BY-NC-SA (x�  = 3.14, p=.024), CC BY-ND (x�  = 3.17, 
p=.021), and CC BY-NC-ND (x�  = 3.30, p=.028) groups, supporting the idea that this group is doubtful that others 
could reproduce or modify the work in a credible way.   
 When Gender was used as a factor for the BSOERES scale in a one way ANOVA, significant differences 
(p=.023) were found in enthusiasm between males (n=49, x�  = 37.85), females (n=49, x�  = 38.02), and those who 
marked “rather not say” (n=6, x�  = 29.17). Those who marked rather not say were significantly less enthusiastic 
about the repository than those who were willing to indicate their gender. The n for this group is very low (n=6), but 
the results were still significant when gender was the distinguishing factor for enthusiasm and may lend itself to the 
issues of trust and vulnerability discussed in the interviews. Additionally, when trust in administrator’s decisions 
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was used as the factor for the BSOERES in a one way ANOVA, significant differences were found in enthusiasm 
for the OER Repository based on trust, where “strongly disagree” (x�  = 34.12) was significantly different than 
“slightly agree” (x�  = 40.64, p=.049) and “agree” (x�  = 40.64, p=.010). Also, “slightly disagree” (x�  = 32.82) was 
significantly different than “slightly agree” (x�  = 38.68, p=.012), “agree” (x�  = 40.65, p=.002), and “strongly agree” (x�  
= 40.40, p=.043). So the negatives are significantly different than the positive answers, but what is interesting is that 
“slightly disagree” (x�  = 32.82) is significantly different than “disagree” (x�  = 38.54, p=.015); another negative 
answer.  This could further support the trust issues brought out in the interviews. 
 No significant differences were found between the groups regarding early adoption, technology skills, 
gender, whether participants felt that teachers and educators had a moral obligation to make a portion of their 
materials available in an open manner, trust in administrators decisions, teaching commitment, or participants’ 
understanding of OERs prior to the survey when license type are the factor. There was correlation between 
technology skills and early adoption of technology (Cor. =.771). 
 
Qualitative Interviews & Open Ended Questions 

Nine qualitative interviews discussing the results of the survey were conducted with faculty from various 
departments at the University of South Alabama. The qualitative interviews seemed to support these results and 
brought issues such as vulnerability, openness to critique, trust, and office politics to bear on the consideration of 
these results. Different departments seemed to have completely different takes on the results seemingly based on 
how integrated technology was in their lives as educators.  Faculty in departments that avoided technology or had 
low adoption focused on issues such as criticism, plagiarism, theft, and quality, while more technologically adept 
departments seemed more concerned that the materials were high quality and representative of the faculty member’s 
best work; this latter group seemed more comfortable with the idea of openness. 

There were also four open ended questions on the survey instrument. The results of these were not analyzed 
extensively; however, in scanning the results certain items seem to support the same ideas of politics, trust issues, 
vulnerability, sharing, quality, and others taking advantage of the system that came up in the interviews.   
 
Limitations 
 First, there were no real significant main effects (outside of the use of OER content, trust, and gender 
items) and so these results rely heavily on a post hoc analysis exploring a relationship that is very possibly due to 
random chance. Second, the response rate for this survey is unknowable, and there was a relatively low number of 
participants (n=106) in the sample. This lends to the possibility that there are significant relationships in this study 
that cannot be discovered with such a small sample. Also, the sample was presumably of faculty in higher education 
in the United States of America, but there is no way to know the regions from which the participants responded and 
therefore we must assume that the sample is representative of the population. This leads to issues with 
generalizability that must be considered.  Additionally, this scenario intentionally placed faculty into an 
uncomfortable (although hypothetical) situation in that their institutions were requiring compulsory contribution of 
100% of faculty member’s personally developed course materials and then granting access and use of these 
materials to anyone in the world.  Additionally, the scenario goes against the common understanding and generally 
accepted intentions of openness and use of OERs by taking an extreme position (forcing faculty into openness). 
These issues could have influenced the responses from the faculty by predisposing them to a certain mood or 
perspective of the scenario.  
 
Discussion 
 Overall, the results seem to support the CC BY-SA license as the one that faculty seem most comfortable 
with and under which they are most enthusiastic about participating, even in a compulsory way, in an institution 
initiated and maintained OER Repository. Faculty operating under a CC BY-SA license seemed to have a smaller 
negative perception of their institution, felt supportive that the university was carrying out an obligation to the 
community-at-large by instilling the repository, and least uncomfortable with their materials in a repository, 
however; the CC BY-SA group was the least supportive of others being able to produce or modify materials into 
credible resources in the repository. The groups seemed similar on the descriptive statistics, background indicators, 
and characteristics.  
 There are some interesting relationships regarding willingness to disclose gender and in trust in 
administrator’s decisions; however, the sample is likely too small for these results to be meaningful. While the 
results are primarily post hoc analyses of non-significant relationships, they do provide some interesting insight into 
what types of results could emerge if a proper sample size were used in a similar study.   
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Future Research 
 There are several opportunities for future researchers to pursue. First, this model is usable and was able to 
obtain a robust variety of results with a relatively modest amount of effort to obtain it (excluding the qualitative 
interviews). Second, with a larger sample size it is very possible that significant differences would start to emerge 
between the groups and the items in the BSOERES.  Third, there are opportunities to modify the structure of this 
design to explore more mainstream ideas of openness without such an extreme position found in the hypothetical 
scenario. 
 
Conclusion 
 This study placed faculty members into a hypothetical scenario where they were required to provide 100% 
of their personally developed course materials to their institution for use in an Open Educational Resources (OER) 
Repository controlled by the institution and accessible by anyone in the world under the provisions found in a 
Creative Commons license type group that the respondent was randomly assigned to by the surveymonkey.com 
software. All participants took the Baker-Surry Open Educational Resources Repository Enthusiasm Scale 
(BSOERES), which measures enthusiasm toward participation in an OER Repository and considers background and 
other factors. No significant main effects were found for the BSOERES as a whole, however there was significance 
for some items and factors. Additionally, the post hoc results showed some interesting results regarding the CC BY-
SA group especially. A small sample likely contributed to a lack of significant results and the extreme nature of the 
scenario may have been somewhat offputting for some of the participants who seemed to exhibit a fear of 
identifying gender and issues in the trust of administrator’s decisions. Overall, the model is successful in gathering a 
variety of information and has promise for use in future studies. 
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